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a b s t r a c t
The graph consisting of the six triples (or triangles) {a, b, c}, {c, d, e}, {e, f , a}, {x, a, y},
{x, c, z}, {x, e, w}, where a, b, c, d, e, f , x, y, z andw are distinct, is called a dexagon triple.
In this case the six edges {a, c}, {c, e}, {e, a}, {x, a}, {x, c}, and {x, e} form a copy of K4 and
are called the inside edges of the dexagon triple. A dexagon triple system of order v is a
pair (X,D), where D is a collection of edge disjoint dexagon triples which partitions the
edge set of 3Kv . A dexagon triple system is said to be perfect if the inside copies of K4 form
a block design. In this note, we investigate the existence of a dexagon triple system with
a subsystem. We show that the necessary conditions for the existence of a dexagon triple
system of order v with a sub-dexagon triple system of order u are also sufficient.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let v, λ be two positive integers and K be a set of positive integers. A pairwise balanced design (v, K , λ)-PBD is a pair
(X,A ), where X is a v-set and A is a family of subsets of X (called blocks, the size in K ) such that every unordered pair of
points is contained in exactly λ blocks ofA . The integer v is called the order of the PBD.When K = {k}, we usually refer to a
(v, {k}, λ)-PBD as a balanced incomplete block design, denoted by (v, k, λ)-BIBD. A λ-fold triple system of order v (denoted
by TS(v, λ)) is just a (v, 3, λ)-BIBD. When λ = 1 we have a Steiner triple system (STS(v)).
The graph consisting of the six triples (or triangles) {a, b, c}, {c, d, e}, {e, f , a}, {x, a, y}, {x, c, z}, {x, e, w}, where
a, b, c, d, e, f , x, y, z and w are distinct, is called a dexagon triple. In this case the six edges {a, c}, {c, e}, {e, a}, {x, a}, {x, c},
and {x, e} form a copy of K4 and are called the inside edges of the dexagon triple. A dexagon triple system of order v is a
pair (X,D), where D is a collection of edge disjoint dexagon triples which partitions the edge set of 3Kv . A dexagon triple
system is said to be perfect if the inside copies of K4 form a (v, 4, 1)-BIBD. In what follows, we will use the notation PDTS(v)
to denote a perfect dexagon triple system of order v. Recently, Lindner and Rosa [4] completely determined the spectrum
for perfect dexagon triple systems.
Theorem 1.1 (Lindner and Rosa [4]). There exists a PDTS(v) if and only if v ≡ 1 (mod 12).
Let (X,A ) and (Y ,B) be a PDTS(v) and a PDTS(u), respectively. If Y ⊂ X andB ⊂ A , then (Y ,B) is called a subsystem
of (X,A ), or (Y ,B) is said to be embedded in (X,A ). Note that a dexagon triple consists of six triples and so we can think
of a dexagon triple system as the piecing together of the triples of a 3-fold triple system into dexagon triples. Hence, if there
is a PDTS(v) containing a PDTS(u) as a subsystem, then there are a TS(v, 3) containing a sub-TS(u, 3) and a (v, 4, 1)-BIBD
containing a (u, 4, 1)-BIBD as a subsystem.
The problem of constructing (v, k, λ)-BIBD containing subsystems has been extensively studied by many researchers. In
1973, Doyen andWilson [3] proved that the sufficient and necessary conditions for the existence of an STS(v) containing an
STS(u) as a subsystem are v ≥ 2u+ 1 and v, u ≡ 1, 3 (mod 6). The result is known as the Doyen–Wilson theorem. In 1980,
Stern and Lenz [6] generalized the Doyen and Wilson theorem to all indices and proved that the necessary conditions for
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the existence of a TS(v, λ) containing a TS(u, λ) as a subsystem are also sufficient. In 1989, Rees and Stinson [5] shown that
a (v, 4, 1)-BIBD containing (u, 4, 1)-BIBD as a subsystem if and only if v ≥ 3u+ 1 and v, u ≡ 1, 4 (mod 12). For details, we
refer the readers to [2,5].
We are interested in determining the spectrum of PDTS(v)s with subsystems. Since a PDTS(v) containing a PDTS(u)
as a subsystem has a TS(v, 3) containing a TS(u, 3) as a subsystem and a (v, 4, 1)-BIBD containing a (u, 4, 1)-BIBD as a
subsystem, and so we have the following necessary conditions for the existence of a PDTS(v)with a subsystem.
Lemma 1.2. The necessary conditions for the existence of a PDTS(v)with a sub-PDTS(u) are v ≥ 3u+1 and u, v ≡ 1 (mod 12).
The purpose of the present note is to establish a perfect dexagon triple system analogue of the Doyen–Wilson theorem.
2. Perfect group divisible dexagon triple systems
In order to solve the existence problem for PDTS(v)s with subsystems, we need the auxiliary design of perfect group
divisible dexagon triple systems.
Let K be a positive integer set. A group divisible design (GDD)with index λ is a triple (X,H ,B)where X is a set of points,
H is a partition of X into subsets called groups or holes, and B is a collection of subsets of X called blocks such that any
pair of distinct points from X occur together either in some group or in exactly λ blocks, but not both. A (K , λ)-GDD of type
hu11 h
u2
2 · · · huss is a GDD with index λ in which every block has size from the set K and in which there are ui groups of size
hi, i = 1, 2, . . . , s. When λ = 1, we will write K -GDD instead of (K , 1)-GDD for brevity. A (v, K , 1)-PBD is just a K -GDD of
type 1v .
A group divisible dexagon triple system (GDDX) is a triple (X,H ,D)where X is a set of points,H is a partition of X into
subsets called groups or holes, andD is a collection of edge disjoint dexagon triples such that any pair of distinct points from
X occur together either in some group or in exactly three dexagon triples, but not both. A GDDX of type hu11 h
u2
2 · · · huss is a
GDDX in which there are ui groups of size hi, i = 1, 2, . . . , s. A GDDX of type T is said to be perfect if the inside copies of K4
form a {4}-GDD of type T and denoted by 10∗-GDDX of type T .
For perfect group divisible dexagon triple systems, we have the following construction, which is a modification of
Wilson’s Fundamental Construction for GDD [1].
Lemma 2.1 (Weighting). Let (X,H ,B) be a GDD, and let w : X → Z+ ∪ {0} be a weight function on X. Suppose that for every
block B ∈ B there exists a 10∗-GDDX of type {w(x) : x ∈ B}. Then there exists a 10∗-GDDX of type {Σx∈Hw(x) : H ∈ H }.
As an immediate corollary to Lemma 2.1, we have
Lemma 2.2. Suppose there exists a (v, K , 1)-PBD, and for each k ∈ K there exists a 10∗-GDDX of type hk. Then there exists
a 10∗-GDDX of type hv .
Proof. Give a weight h to each point of K -GDD of type 1v (which is just a (v, K , 1)-PBD) and apply Lemma 2.1, using 10∗-
GDDX of type hk as input designs. This gives the desired designs. 
To apply the above constructions, we need several essential perfect group divisible dexagon triple systems. The following
results are due to Lindner and Rosa [4].
Lemma 2.3. There exists a 10∗-GDDX of type 44.
Lemma 2.4. There exists a 10∗-GDDX of type 47.
To construct more perfect group divisible dexagon triple systems, we need the auxiliary design of nested group divisible
designs. Let (X,H ,B) be a ({4}, 2)-GDD of type T . Let T be a collection of triples obtained by removing a star K1,3 from
each block of B. If (X,H ,T ) is a {3}-GDD of type T , we will say that (X,H ,T ) is nested in (X,H ,B). Nested GDD and
GDDX have the following relation which is a simple generalization of Lemma 5.1 in [4], and we omit its proof.
Lemma 2.5. If there exists a ({4}, 2)-GDD of type hu (X,H ,B) containing a nested {3}-GDD of type hu, (X,H ,T1), and a
{3}-GDD of type hu, (X,H ,T2), such that T1⋂T2 = ∅. Then there exists a 10∗-GDDX of type (2h)u.
Nowwe apply the above constructions to find threemore essential 10∗-GDDXs. LetD = (X,B) be a design. Let S|X | be the
symmetric group onX andσ ∈ S|X | be a permutation. For each B ∈ B, letσ(B) = {σ(b) : b ∈ B} andσ(B) = {σ(B) : B ∈ B}.
A permutation σ is called an automorphism of the design D if σ(B) = B. It is obvious that all automorphisms of D form a
group (called an automorphism group of D). Let Σ be an automorphism group of D. We say that two blocks B1, B2 of D are
in the same orbit if there an automorphism σ ofΣ such that σ(B1) = B2. So the automorphism groupΣ divides the blocks
of D in disjoint orbits. If we choose one block from each orbit, the entire design D is determined and such a choice is called
a base. In the following three direct constructions, for each design, we only list the automorphism group and base blocks of
the desired design.
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Lemma 2.6. There exists a 10∗-GDDX of type 410.
Proof. Points: X = {0, 1, . . . , 19}.
Groups:H ={{i, i+10} : 0 ≤ i ≤ 9}. Automorphism group:Σ=〈(0 4 8 12 16)(1 5 9 13 17)(2 6 10 14 18)(3 7 11 15 19)〉.
Base blocksB0:
{1, 2, 3; 0}, {4, 6, 8; 0}, {5, 9, 18; 0}, {3, 4, 19; 1},
{14, 9, 6; 1}, {15, 17, 8; 1}, {8, 5, 13; 2}, {10, 6, 3; 2},
{15, 7, 1; 2}, {12, 15, 6; 3}, {16, 4, 17; 3}, {19, 14, 8; 3}.
Base blocks T0:
{1, 2, 9}, {4, 6, 9}, {5, 9, 11}, {3, 4, 8},
{14, 9, 3}, {15, 17, 4}, {8, 5, 14}, {10, 6, 12},
{15, 7, 14}, {12, 15, 19}, {16, 4, 5}, {19, 14, 2}.
Let B = {σ(B) : B ∈ B0, σ ∈ Σ}, T1 = {{a, b, c} : {a, b, c; d} ∈ B}, T2 = {σ(T ) : T ∈ T0, σ ∈ Σ}. Then (X,H ,B) is
a ({4}, 2)-GDD of type 210, (X,H ,T1) and (X,H ,T2) are a {3}-GDD of type 210, respectively, and T1 is nested in B. Note
that any {a, b, x} ∈ T1 and {a, b, y} ∈ T2 implies x 6= y. Then T1⋂T2 = ∅ and the proof follows from Lemma 2.5. 
Lemma 2.7. There exists a 10∗-GDDX of type 419.
Proof. Points: X = {0, 1, . . . , 37}.
Groups:H = {{i, i+ 19} : 0 ≤ i ≤ 18}.
Automorphism group:Σ = 〈(0 2 · · · 36)(1 3 · · · 37)〉.
Base blocksB0:
{1, 2, 4; 0}, {3, 5, 9; 0}, {6, 11, 23; 0}, {7, 25, 30; 0},
{10, 37, 16; 0}, {12, 20, 24; 0}, {4, 18, 11; 1}, {7, 23, 37; 1},
{9, 19, 8; 1}, {10, 26, 13; 1}, {22, 35, 12; 1}, {24, 6, 15; 1}.
Base blocks T0:
{1, 2, 0}, {3, 5, 8}, {6, 11, 0}, {7, 25, 0},
{10, 37, 25}, {12, 20, 3}, {4, 18, 35}, {7, 23, 31},
{9, 19, 13}, {10, 26, 0}, {22, 35, 26}, {24, 6, 9}.
Let B = {σ(B) : B ∈ B0, σ ∈ Σ}, T1 = {{a, b, c} : {a, b, c; d} ∈ B}, T2 = {σ(T ) : T ∈ T0, σ ∈ Σ}. Then (X,H ,B) is
a ({4}, 2)-GDD of type 219, (X,H ,T1) and (X,H ,T2) are a {3}-GDD of type 219, respectively, and T1 is nested in B. Note
that any {a, b, x} ∈ T1 and {a, b, y} ∈ T2 implies x 6= y. Then T1⋂T2 = ∅ and the proof follows from Lemma 2.5. 
Lemma 2.8. There exists a 10∗-GDDX of type 126.
Proof. Points: X = {0, 1, . . . , 35}.
Groups:H = {{i, i+ 5, . . . , i+ 25} : 0 ≤ i ≤ 4} ∪ {{30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35}}.
Automorphism group:Σ = 〈(0 2 · · · 28)(1 3 · · · 29)(30 32 34)(31 33 35)〉.
Base blocksB0:
{2, 6, 14; 0}, {7, 35, 26; 0}, {9, 33, 22; 0}, {13, 1, 29; 0},
{18, 32, 27; 0}, {10, 29, 23; 1}, {14, 8, 5; 1}, {17, 25, 32; 1},
{20, 13, 33; 1}, {34, 12, 28; 1}, {0, 1, 2; 30}, {0, 3, 7; 31}.
Base blocks T0:
{2, 6, 13}, {7, 35, 10}, {9, 33, 0}, {13, 1, 17},
{18, 32, 2}, {10, 29, 27}, {14, 8, 6}, {17, 25, 34},
{20, 13, 19}, {34, 12, 3}, {0, 1, 18}, {0, 3, 35}.
Let B = {σ(B) : B ∈ B0, σ ∈ Σ}, T1 = {{a, b, c} : {a, b, c; d} ∈ B}, T2 = {σ(T ) : T ∈ T0, σ ∈ Σ}. Then (X,H ,B) is a
({4}, 2)-GDD of type 66, (X,H ,T1) and (X,H ,T2) are a {3}-GDD of type 66, respectively, and T1 is nested inB. Note that
any {a, b, x} ∈ T1 and {a, b, y} ∈ T2 implies x 6= y. Then T1⋂T2 = ∅ and the proof follows from Lemma 2.5. 
Now we may use Lemma 2.2 to get a certain class of 10∗-GDDXs.
Lemma 2.9. There exists a 10∗-GDDX of type 4u for u ≡ 1 (mod 3) and u ≥ 4.
Proof. From Lemma 2.3, 2.4 and 2.6, 2.7, there are 10∗-GDDXs of types 44, 47, 410 and 419. For u ∈ {m : m ≥ 4,m ≡
1 (mod 3)}, it is known that there is a (u, {4, 7, 10, 19}, 1)-PBD [1, III.3, Table 3.17]. Then the conclusion follows from
Lemma 2.2. 
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3. Main result
In this section, we shall give a complete solution to the existence problem for PDTS(v)s with subsystems. First we give
our main construction. It is a variant of the Filling in Holes Construction in [5]. So, we state the construction below without
proof.
Lemma 3.1 (Filling in Holes). Suppose there exists a 10∗-GDDX of type h1h2 · · · hs, and for 1 ≤ i ≤ s − 1 there exists a
PDTS(hi + ε) with as a subsystem a PDTS(ε). Suppose there exists a PDTS(hs + ε). Then there exists a PDTS(v) with a sub-
PDTS(u), where v = Σ1≤i≤shi + ε and u = hs + ε.
We are now in a position to give the perfect dexagon triple system analogue of the Doyen–Wilson theorem.
Theorem 3.2. There exists a PDTS(v) with a sub-PDTS(u) if and only if v ≥ 3u+ 1 and u, v ≡ 1 (mod 12).
Proof. By Lemma 1.2, we need only to show the sufficiency. From [7], we have a ((v+ 3)/4, K1(3) ∪ {((u+ 3)/4)∗}, 1)-PBD
for v, u ≡ 1 (mod 12), v ≥ 3u+1 and (v, u) 6= (73, 13)where K1(3) = {m : m ≥ 4,m ≡ 1 (mod 3)}. This PBD is equivalent
to a K1(3)-GDD with a group of size (u − 1)/4 and the other group sizes ≡ 0 (mod 3). Give a weight 4 to each point of the
GDD and apply Lemma 2.1, using 10∗-GDDX type 4m, m ∈ K1(3) from Lemma 2.9 as input designs. This gives a 10∗-GDDX
with a group of size u− 1 and the other group sizes≡ 0 (mod 12). Applying Lemma 3.1 with ε = 1, we can get a PDTS(v)
with as a subsystem a PDTS(u) which exists by Theorem 1.1. For (v, u) = (73, 13), applying Lemma 2.1 with ε = 1 to a
10∗-GDDX of type 126 from Lemma 2.8, we get a PDTS(73) with as a subsystem a PDTS(13) which exists by Theorem 1.1.
This completes the proof. 
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